
The story of Indra and his VAJRA 

Indra is the King of the Gods in early Hinduism, similar in many ways to Zeus in Greek 
mythology, or Odin in Norse. He is the God of the weather and war, and is usually described 
as having red skin and four arms, and is depicted wielding the lightning bolt weapon called a 
VAJRA. 

In battle Indra was unparalleled. He defended both mortals and Gods from the forces of evil, 
riding into battle on his mount, the enormous four-tusked white elephant Airavata. His 
weapon, the VAJRA, was able to cut through any substance, divine or otherwise, acting as a 
spear, a mace, and a swordAd 

The most famous of Indra’s great battles for man’s benefit was his battle with the dragon 
Vritra. In his greed, Vritra had hoarded all of the water of the earth, allowing no-one else to 
drink it. The people of the earth were unable to fight Vritra, and so were stuck in a constant 
state of drought. At last, Indra was born, and his first great task was to liberate the water 
from Vritra. He consumed a great deal of Soma, the power-granting drink of the gods, to 
become incredibly powerful. He battled his way through ninety-nine fortresses, finally 
coming to Vritra. They battled in the sky, evenly matched in power, none besting the other. 
In the midst of the battle, Indra reached above the clouds and retrieved the thunderbolt, 
VAJRA. With it, he struck one great blow against Vritra, bursting his stomach wide open, 
and freeing all of the waters of the earth that were held within. 

This story symbolizes the great strength we can gain from such a simple posture as kneeling 
and the firmness of spirit needed for meditation and disciplined practice.  Indra was an 
inspiration indeed with his Vajra representing the energy of an enlightened mind. 

	  


